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For more information, please call our office
at (516) 621-3610 or visit our website at
www.albertsonwater.org.
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Eligibility:
To be eligible to vote, you must be:
• A registered voter of the Albertson Water District
• A resident of the Albertson Water District at least
30 days prior to the election date
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When: Tuesday, December 10
Where: Albertson Fire House, 100 I.U. Willets Road, 		
Albertson, New York.
3:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.
Time:
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Town 7%
Garbage 2%

Albertson Water District 2%

When it comes to water infrastructure, two rules apply:
1) Nothing is simple
2) It pays to be proactive...big time!
Considering that some 7 billion gallons of water have
been pumped through AWD systems in the last 10 years
alone...considering the daily wear and tear and the rigors
of Mother Nature (do the names Irene and Sandy sound
familiar?)...it’s a small miracle that AWD has had so few
problems.
Commissioner Ken Vey laughed.
“There are no miracles involved.
Hard work and planning are what
keep a plentiful supply of water
coming without interruption.
And proactive preventative
maintenance is the key to it all.”
As an example, the commissioner cited the Water Meter
Replacement Program, planning for which began in 2011.
“This preventative maintenance gives AWD consumers
the advantages of computer-accurate readings and
remote meter reading at the same time.”

District technicians to read usage remotely.
This enhances consumer privacy and safety and
eliminates inconveniences.
It’s a big project, and replacing over 4,000 meters
isn’t something that happens overnight. “After our
extensive product evaluation and testing, our plans
called for a phased program,” Commissioner Vey added.
“This enabled us to do the replacements with existing
staff. It saved a lot of time and dollars, and we are
ahead of schedule.”
Continued on page 2...

The new Neptune meters are bronze
alloy and lead free. USA-made,
they meet or exceed all federal
and state regulations and use
radio wave technology to enable
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Currently, the average cost of water in the AWD
represents the lowest regular cost of all utilities.
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Nothing is more American than voting, and voting at
the local level is a tradition that harkens back to the
New England town meetings and the Virginia House
of Burgesses. The annual election of an Albertson Water
Commissioner is for a 3-year term, beginning January 1,
2014, and running through December 31, 2016.
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Supporting The
Scientific Approach
Upgrades and a new well

Less visible to the public are the
infrastructure alterations, upgrades and
improvements done by the District at
the well level. Wellhouse #4 has been in
service since 1955 and is being completely
refurbished. The facility is receiving a
new roof, new windows and a security
system. Similarly, Well #5 will receive a new
roof, and all pump stations will get new
intrusion alarms. Well #3, in service since
1955, is being retired. A new well, approximately 350 feet deep,
is being drilled to replace it in the same location. There will be no
interruption in water supply during any of these projects.

Water Tank Update

The 1.5 million-gallon ground storage tank at Hollow Court is
at the assessment phase of its planned refurbishment, which
is in conjunction with well replacement. The tank, which was
built in 1957, will be refurbished inside and outside. Valve
replacements, which require tank drainage, are underway,
making it the ideal time for planned assessment. “Evaluation
of the findings will follow, “Commissioner Rich Ockovic
commented, “and then the final plans and schedules for
refurbishment will be drafted. That will eventually include
internal and external painting of the tank. Other compliance
upgrades will be made in observation of current and pending
OSHA regulations.”

McKinley Avenue Construction

One long anticipated project is the McKinley Avenue water
main replacement. As a result of the sewer installation during
the 1960s, the wood timbers that shored up the trenches
eventually rotted, causing road settling and numerous
water main breaks. The AWD will replace existing 6-inch
water mains with larger capacity 8-inch water mains in
the half-mile of McKinley Avenue between Willis Avenue
and Searingtown Road. The new, larger mains will
greatly increase water capacity. By planning and
coordinating this project in conjunction with
the town of North Hempstead’s proposed
McKinley Avenue repaving, the
District will realize significant
cost savings while upgrading
our delivery system.
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There’s been a lot of talk and press coverage about
legislation regarding Long Island aquifers, a Long Island
Aquifer Commission and the regional water landscape of
the future.
Long Island is blessed as it is supplied by a vast
underground aquifer. However, as a sole source
system, it is particularly vulnerable and requires careful,
meticulous management.
Commissioner Abbondondelo
commented, “As Commissioners,
we are the stewards closest to
water production and safety, and
we deal with environmental and
conservation issues every day.
We continually plan for the future
of our water system based on
science, not politics. And a Long
Island Aquifer Commission based on
science and local control makes sense. Any committee
should include technically qualified representation with
firsthand experience regarding all drinking water issues
that affect the people of Albertson as well as all Long
Island residents.”
Commissioner Ockovic added,
“We continually encourage our
consumers to be proactive in
conserving water and preserving
our most precious natural
resource. Plus we
want to ensure
that besides
maintaining the highest
possible quality, our
water remains the least
expensive of all utilities.”

Our winters have been particularly unpredictable lately. Freezing
weather, snow and ice can play havoc with your home, especially
your water pipes. Frozen pipes can burst causing serious property
damage. A few simple actions can save you a lot of time and aggravation.
		
		
		
		
		

Check (or listen) for leaks, especially during cold snaps.
Water pipes located in an unheated area? Insulation will help prevent freezing.
Turn off the outside water at your interior source. Disconnect all outdoor hoses, and open each outdoor faucet.
Winterize irrigation systems by turning them off and draining them.
Always know where your main shut off valve is located in case of emergency.

The water you use every day for drinking, washing, bathing and cleaning comes from a part of Albertson no one has ever
visited...the Magothy aquifer some 750 feet below the surface. Local control or hometown rule gives you direct say in what
happens once that water is pumped by our wells.
Every year Albertson residents elect commissioners to oversee the District in the best interests of the people of Albertson to
assure water quality and delivery and to minimize water cost. By law commissioners must live in Albertson, which preserves
the concept of representation of the people and by the people in its purest form. The taxes and water rates you pay are
established by your elected officials, people who pay precisely the same rates and taxes that you do. AWD rates are among
the lowest anywhere. And should residents wish to conduct water district business in person, the water district office is
located right here in Roslyn Heights.
It’s a system that’s been in place since 1917. It’s a
system that works. And it’s a system that is
democratic and preserves local control
versus someone from 50 miles away
controlling your water from your
aquifer below your feet.
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